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Executive Summary
D1.3 includes the final update of the CIVIS overall map and related concepts. Three updated
user stories contribute to the overall map: Energy Garden in Storo and San Lorenzo (Italy),
Housing Cooperative Energy Management in Hammarby Sjöstad (Sweden) and Interaction
with Energy Sensors and Actuators in Fårdala (Sweden). The adjustments of the user stories
are based on the CIVIS interventions in the pilot sites and the input from participants using
the CIVIS technologies. The service requirements and social requirements from D1.2 have
been updated in line with the adjustments of the user stories.
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1 - Introduction
1.1 - Aim of this work
The aim of the second update of the CIVIS Overall Map is to incorporate valuable insights from
our work in the pilot sites, through the different work packages, in the overall map. While the
previous versions included input from the pilot site stakeholders from interviews, focus
groups, mock-up discussions etc., this is the first version of the overall map where the
participants’ experiences of the CIVIS technology interventions (app, sensors, control
equipment, etc.) could be included. In the overall map, including user stories, service
requirements and social requirements, we aim to cover the unique take-away points from the
different pilot sites as well as general insights that may inform energy interventions in many
other places. The map has a pilot site and stakeholder perspective on the CIVIS activities, and
previous versions have been used for achieving convergence within the project and as
guidance for other work packages.

1.2 - What is new in the updated Overall Map version
The Deliverable has kept the structure from the previous version and relevant updates are
added to each section. We present the activities (see Section 1.3) that were carried out since
Deliverable 1.2 (Bogdan et al., 2015) and that influenced the overall map, user stories and
requirements. The overall map (Section 2) was updated mainly to include discussions on
additional social aspects and important stakeholders for the concept of the Socially Smart
Grid. A revision of the user stories (Section 3 and Annex 1) was made based on the insights
from meetings with pilot site participants and other stakeholders. The Fårdala story was
changed to describe the experiences from the use of energy sensors (Smappee and MaxCube)
and the previous user story on energy tips was incorporated in the Storo and San Lorenzo
user story “Energy Garden”. The revisions of the user stories affected also the service
requirements (Section 4 and Annex 2) and social requirements (Section 5 and Annex 3),
which were updated accordingly.

1.3 - Activities and methods
One key activity influencing this version CIVIS Overall Map is meetings with participants in
the pilot sites after the CIVIS app (see D.3.3 (Huang et al., 2016), Section 2.3, for descriptions
of the app) was launched and after other technical equipment were installed.
In Stockholm, meetings were carried out with housing cooperative energy managers when
they signed up for the app and tested it the first time. We received input on usability aspects
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of the app as well as more general thoughts on situations where it may be useful, see D5.3
(Carmichael et al., 2016), Section 3.2.2, for more details on the meetings and the results.
We have also carried out observations and informal conversations during the installations of
Smappe sensors in the Fårdala and Hammarby Sjöstad homes and a workshop was held with
MaxCube and Smapee households in Fårdala (see D5.3 (Carmichael et al., 2016), Section 3.2.1,
for more information about the workshop). An interview study was carried out with 15
Smappee users in Fårdala and Hammarby Sjöstad (see D5.3, Section 3.2.4, for the results of
the study). These interactions with the pilot sites gave us an opportunity to observe the
technology in its social context and they provided input for adjustments of the overall map,
user stories and requirements.
From the initial app tests with energy managers in Hammarby Sjöstad, which started in
November 2015, it also became obvious that there are other stakeholders who should be
more involved in the CIVIS app, and that there might be opportunities to adapt the app to
meet important goals of these stakeholders. To further explore these opportunities, we
interviewed a number of additional stakeholders working with housing cooperatives: two
building management companies, two housing cooperative consultants and two municipal
energy advisors (see D5.3 (Carmichael et al., 2016), Section 3.2.3, for details on the results of
the meetings). This increased our understanding of the different relations that are important
for housing cooperative energy management and we received input on possible future
directions for ICT support of energy management activities.
In Trento, the first version of YouPower was released in March 2016. Approximately ten days
later, we set a focus group to collect our participants’ first impressions about the app. We held
three focus groups, one for each municipality involved. Some participants to the focus groups
already installed and used the app, some others still hadn't. The ones that had already tried
YouPower told us that they enjoyed exploring it. Some gave us detailed feedbacks about the
various features; for some others this was the occasion of discovering and understanding
more about the app and about the project itself. In the same days of the focus groups we set an
afternoon help-desk in both our pilot sites to help participants which could have had some
problems with the installation and registration process.
In Trento, due to the transparent management of the resources requested by multiple users
during various meetings, we have chosen to allocate the "energy bonus" through a
competition announcement. This competition announcement can be considered as the main
pillar of a more extended participatory budgeting process (see D5.3 (Carmichael et al., 2016),
Section 3.1.3, for more details about the participatory budgeting process). The first draft of
the announcement was explained in January 2016 during a public presentation of the whole
participatory budgeting process and of the further-coming app. In this first version, some key
aspects of the call were deliberately left incomplete. This decision was made to further
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empower the participants that attended an evening workshop designed to collect feedbacks
about the issues that have been left open to consultation (i.e. publication of the announcement
and of the proposals, who is entitled to submit proposals, who decides who the winners will
be, what kind of decision-making process will be used).
To boost participation, after the publication of the announcement two idea-generation
workshops were planned. These workshops were open to the whole community and local
associations were specifically invited. The workshops were held in April 2016 and were
attended by some project participants as well as by representatives of associations. We
collected eight proposals, coming both from CIVIS study participants and local associations. A
ranking of the incoming proposals has been generated through a two steps process: an
evaluation meeting and an online voting. As a first step, we held a proposals evaluation
meeting, attended both by project participants and representatives of the associations. During
this meeting the association representatives presented their projects and answered CIVIS
participants' questions. Then project participants proceeded to the evaluation process, that
has been held using some evaluation schemes provided to stimulate the discussion. The
outcome of these meetings was a graphic representation of these extended evaluations. This
graphic representation has been published on CIVIS Italian website with the aim of
supporting participants' decision during the online voting.

Figure 1 Workshop in Trento.
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2 - Overall map - updated
In this section we build on the core concepts from D1.2 (Bogdan et al., 2015) with insights
from our work with implementing the CIVIS app and related technologies. Text cited from
D1.2 is shown in italics.
We have continued to explore the possibilities of social aspects of energy use in changing
community level energy practices and how to move from energy information to energy action
through social innovation. To direct our work, we have addressed social aspects in two forms:
“social as a means” and “social as a goal”, which are briefly described below (for more details
see D1.2 (Bogdan et al., 2015)).
“Social” as a means: refers to the collaborative and innovative ways that consumers,
prosumers and stakeholders in general devise and adopt in order to obtain energy consumption
reduction, increases of adoption of renewable energy and a more energy-optimized grid.
“Social” as a goal: refers to the specific and innovative forms that consumers, prosumers and
stakeholders in general devise in order to assimilate sustainably the benefits and the added
values (e.g. societal, economic, cultural ones) that can be extracted from energy when
collectively managed as a common good.
Just as well as “social as a goal” can lead to “social as a means”, the opposite is possible. For
example, in order to donate savings [an example of “social as a goal”], an energy community
might first achieve these savings by a “social as a means” energy action. As such, “social as a
mean” and “social as a goal” should not be regarded as an inferior and a superior level of social
practice, but as two mutually-beneficial forms of energy-related social engagement.
The latest insights from the pilot sites have added to the understanding of which social
aspects, as means and as goals, are important for changing energy practices. For example,
energy management in housing cooperatives is an amateur activity, where no previous
knowledge or skills are required and, like most housing cooperative board work, it is
volunteer based. We have discussed this conceptualization in more detail in (Hasselqvist et al.,
2016). Amateur work is a social practice, where an amateur community can support and
motivate its members to take on new challenges and pioneer new types of amateur activities
in the domain (Bogdan, 2003). The challenges are in this case related to changing or reducing
energy use in the community. We believe it is useful to approach energy management in
housing cooperatives as a community of practice (Lave and Wenger, 1991), and to establish or
spread a practice such as amateur energy management, it is important to identify learning
opportunities and allow for participation in the practice with the purpose of learning
(Sahakian and Wilhite, 2014). Thus, in these settings, it is crucial to build on both “social as a
goal”, e.g. in terms of recognition for achieved energy reductions or pioneering energy work,
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and “social as a mean” as a way of increasing energy knowledge in the community and
motivate action.

2.1 - Socially Smart Grid
This section presents a few updates of the concept of the “Socially Smart Grid”. Text cited from
D1.2 (Bogdan et al., 2015) is shown in italics.
The Socially Smart Grid represents the core idea of CIVIS: in our CIVIS vision the smart city
citizens are empowered to make decisions on local energy consumption and generation
practices. Digital services are used for comparison, co-learning and collaborative decisionmaking. Different local communities will take an active role in shaping local life towards more
energy-efficient, low consumption style by utilizing digital services. Individual households, and
the energy cooperatives they can attend to, may also be prosumers or collaborate with
prosumers. The citizens can participate in planning and deciding how to utilize generated
energy in a sustainable way locally through digital services.
The general idea of the Socially Smart Grid was first presented in D1.1 (Kankainen et al.,
2014) and it is illustrated in Figure 2. The concept was elaborated on in D1.2 (Bogdan et al.,
2015), focusing on what could be achieved in our pilot site energy cooperatives within the
time frame of the project. Below is a description of the different components of the Socially
Smart Grid with updates based on our latest activities and understandings.
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Figure 2 CIVIS vision of Socially Smart Grid
Overall, the Socially Smart Grid consists of:
1. Energy Data Loop recycling data gathered from apartments and buildings with sensors
and data from social networks. This in turn results in creating conditions for socially
optimal uses of energy resources in the smart grid. In other words, Energy and social data
are the basis for decision-making among citizen communities and energy system
stakeholders aiming at behavioral change of people and energy system towards energy
efficiency in smart cities.
The Energy Data Loop will be realized mainly through visualizations of energy data and
social network data, which will be presented to the social assemblies of consumers and
prosumers for analysis at a community (energy cooperative) level. Behavioral change is a
consequence of analysis made possible through such visualizations.
This is supported by involvement not only of energy users or prosumers (i.e.
households or energy cooperatives) but also of energy professionals. The social data
supports people in learning from each other, by providing a context for other energy
users or prosumers and enabling people to judge which energy information and
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actions are relevant for them. In the same way, energy professionals can better
understand their potential customers and offer better targeted help. On a higher level,
the Energy Data Loop can provide aggregated information for local authorities or
energy service providers to tailor large-scale support for action. It is important to
understand who these actors of the Socially Smart Grid are in order to know which
energy data and social data are relevant for the loop.
2. Smart Grid forming new dynamic energy allocation mechanisms to emerge in the
prosumer-oriented energy market.
By nurturing and supporting social energy action, CIVIS will indeed make the grid
smarter through the “collective” smartness of the people who use it, enabled by CIVIS
energy network and social network visualization. Yet, because it works with traditional
energy networks, CIVIS has to deal with grids that technically are non-smart. Indeed,
even in a technical sense, smart grids are hardly well-defined and the CIVIS approach
provide an alternative take as part of the answer, by including people on the map of the
smart grid.
Energy professionals play a role in adding to the smartness of the grid, their
competence is needed for taking certain energy actions, particularly on a cooperative
level. When energy reduction actions are taken in the communities, the experience can
be shared within the community and fed into the decision-making processes of new
actions. However, the energy professionals need the energy amateurs for spreading
their knowledge. We observed a low trust in energy service providers among housing
cooperatives in the Stockholm pilot site, and recommendations from peers within the
community are valuable for increasing trust. Thus, the collective smartness of the grid
does not only depend on information but also on trust in the information.
3. The key elements (Smart Grid and Energy Data Loop) leading to an evolving social
process to optimize the use of the energy infrastructure in local communities. This system
(people and technology together) learns on the basis of data and improves its behavior
along time.
The learning we wish to nurture is mainly social learning. That is, we aim CIVIS
technology to help communities (energy cooperatives) that may not have enough
expertise, to understand the energy situation and make sustainable decisions.
As previously pointed out, both amateurs and professionals are needed in these
learning processes. However, knowledge is only one component needed for decision
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making, but the Socially Smart Grid can also contribute by e.g. revealing or influencing
norms related to what energy actions can and should be taken in a community.
Knowledge and norms are both important elements building practices, and necessary
to consider when aiming to change practices (Shove et al. , 2012).

3 - Final update of user stories
3.1 - Changes from Deliverable 1.2
The user story approach in CIVIS was first presented in D1.1 (Kankainen et al., 2014), Section
5, as a way of describing interactions between hypothetical users and planned project
interventions in a specific context. The approach was adopted from agile software
development and service and product development projects, and the purpose was to use the
stories to support discussions between project partners and stakeholders, and capture the
perspective of the pilot site participants, throughout the CIVIS project. Hence, the user stories
have evolved during the project.
In this deliverable, we have kept the structure of the three user stories from D 1.2 (Bogdan et
al., 2015) but updated the stories to reflect the implementation in the pilot sites (see Annex 1
for the full stories). The focus of the user story in Fårdala in Stockholm was changed to the
sensors and actuators installed (Smappee and MaxCube), since the interaction between
people and this technology turned out to be an interesting part of energy practices. With the
focus being on sensors in Fårdala, the user story for energy tips was incorporated in the Storo
and San Lorenzo user story. The energy tips feature is, however, still applicable for
Hammarby Sjöstad in Stockholm where households have access to the tips. We have slightly
adjusted the user story on energy management in housing cooperatives (in Hammarby
Sjöstad) to include additional stakeholders as potential users or contributors in the
cooperative part of the app.

3.2 - User story 1: Energy Garden
This user story takes place in Storo and San Lorenzo, Italy. The focus of the story is to
facilitate load shifting in order to match demand with the consortia's production profile. This
is made to increase the participants' awareness about their energy consumption and to lead a
new vision of energy as a common good. The social aspects of this user story include:
•

Collective efforts of change in energy consumption practices.
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•

The social use of collective energy savings coming from the load shifting. This social
use destination can be considered a first step towards a new vision of energy as a
common.

•

A bottom-up approach both in the project implementation and in the decisions about
the savings destination(s).

•

Supporting social awareness of local electric energy system by means of visualizations
on energy comparisons, real time and forecast information about local grid status
(time-of-use signals) and simple benchmarking.

3.3 - User story 2: Housing Cooperative Energy Management
This user story takes place in Hammarby Sjöstad, Sweden. The focus of the story is to
support energy managers in implementing improvements suggested by energy audits,
building on other cooperatives’ experiences, and sharing information about energy actions
with members of the cooperative and other cooperatives. It also concerns how energy
amateurs in housing cooperatives can find reliable professional energy support. The social
aspects of this user story include:
•

Making collective energy use and energy actions visible within a housing cooperative
and linking the housing cooperative board and energy manager with other members of
the cooperative. This is expected to fuel grassroots social actions from ordinary
members of housing cooperatives who, looking at the energy situation of “neighbours”,
and the energy improvements they made, can press their housing cooperative board
for similar measures.

•

Supporting the energy network with energy managers from different housing
cooperatives in communicating and learning from each other by being aware of the
energy improvements taken in their vicinity and being able to assess their effects.

•

Using the housing cooperative part of the CIVIS app as an energy specific touch point
between energy amateurs and energy professionals.

3.4 - User story 3: Interaction with Energy Sensors and Actuators
This user story takes place in Fårdala, Sweden. The focus of the story is to support individual
dwellers in understanding their energy systems and to spark interest in energy, possibly
beyond their households, by exposing them to modern sensors and actuators. Several types of
state-of-the-art sensors are used: Smappee, for de-aggregated electricity eco-feedback, and
MaxCube, for monitoring and controlling heating systems, as well as individual household
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heating and hot water meters (see D7.2 (Shafqat et al., 2016), Section 6.4 and 6.5, for more
details on the sensors). The social aspects of this user story include:
•

Gathering together online and face-to-face to discuss the sensors and actuators, their
capacity of detecting relevant energy and sustainability-related situations.

•

The energy aspects revealed by the sensors can spark common interest in larger
energy matters such as energy measures that can be taken at local community level.

•

As in Fårdala, which is a townhouse area, the heating is paid individually, the sensors
can be used to assess the magnitude of collective heating losses that need to be divided
between the households.

4 - Service Requirements – final update
Building on D1.1 (Kankainen et al., 2014) and D1.2 (Bogdan et al., 2015), the updated service
requirements, which are detailed in Annex 2, correspond to the current CIVIS technology
deployed in the pilot sites. The service requirements were derived through a comparative
analysis of the updated user stories, showing a certain involved actor (column B), a need /
requirement (column C), motivation (column D), reference to the user stories where the
respective need becomes apparent, referred by story number (column E) and the pilot site for
which the need is relevant (column F). Since the new user story in Fårdala gives examples of
use of existing technologies with their own services in the form of hardware and apps, this
user story does not have any implications on CIVIS service requirements.

5 - Social Requirements – final update
The Social Requirements were already introduced in D1.1 (Kankainen et al., 2014) by means
of Annex 3 and revised for D1.2 (Bogdan et al., 2015). The Annex 3 which is included in D1.3 is
an updated version of that annex that sync the requirements with the actual developments of
the user stories.
The original Annex 3 was built upon the theoretical model of a community of practice (D1.1
Annex 4). The original theoretical foundations used for framing the Social Requirements still
remains the same, but as we moved from the more theoretical to the more concrete part of the
work, we refer readers to D1.1 - Annex 4 for that model.
The structure of Annex 3 has remained unchanged with each social requirement
characterized by: keywords, requirement, description, main work packages/partners
involved, and pilot site.
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6 - Conclusions and next steps
This Deliverable describes adjustments of the CIVIS Overall Map and the included concepts.
Adjustments were needed to capture new aspects of the concepts that were revealed when
the app and sensors were deployed and used by people in the pilot sites for some time. As a
general framework, the overall map and the concept of the Socially Smart Grid have not
changed much since the previous Deliverable and we believe it could be useful also for other
contexts, as a framework for discussing energy interventions. The user stories, service
requirements and social requirements are more context specific but they could, despite being
developed for the different pilot sites, serve as input and inspiration for future energy
interventions. The user stories provide an understanding of the contexts of the requirements
and the CIVIS technology, which is valuable for judging the relevance of different parts of the
CIVIS intervention and understanding possibilities of transferring the intervention to other
contexts.
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Annex 1: User stories per testbed
1. Energy Garden: the self-consumption time of use signal in Trento1
The program “Energy Garden” (EG) has been launched in both municipalities of Storo and San
Lorenzo with the involvement and patronage of the electrical consortia, local government
authorities and CIVIS. EG aims at the optimization of peaks of local production and
consumption of consortia and micro-producers, the savings will be used to support collective
local objectives. Indeed, the more self-consumption can be improved at the level of the local
grid the more the consortia improve their self-sufficiency and sustainability. Therefore, they
reduce their dependence from the national grid, gaining extra savings. These goals will be
implemented through the use of a specific online platform combined with a specific
agreement with the consortia: for the total of kwh consumed within the production surplus
hours, they will allocate some money. Some volunteer households in Storo and San Lorenzo
are participating to the project activities, willing to raise awareness of their electricity
consumption and to save money both for themselves and the community. The EG frame
enables participants to act as a collective while allowing them to have personal benefits from
a more optimized energy use. At a collective level, EG participants contribute to a twofold
goal. On one hand, there is a general load-balancing effort that benefits the consortia's local
grids. On the other hand, there is a socially oriented purpose that is the donation of the
generated savings to local groups or associations. The savings are provided through the
agreement with the consortia: as they have an actual economic gain from the load shifting,
they made some estimations about EG economic impact and decided a minimum and
maximum amount of money to donate in the form of an energy bonus.
User story illustrations
After some consideration and the push of a relative, who works as a council member and has
already joined the project, the Rossi family decided to subscribe to EG. From that moment
they've been involved in all the project activities: they've been invited to three meetings
arranged to co-design the interface and some of the platform features. Carla attended
enthusiastically the first workshops, where she learnt more details about the project and
enjoyed giving the researchers some ideas regarding the platform design. At first, she wasn't
convinced at all by the idea of varying the electricity consumption along the weather because

This user story includes tips features of the CIVIS app which are applicable also to the pilot
site Hammarby Sjöstad in Sweden.
1
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she likes to keep everything under her control through some deep-rooted routines. It took a
while for the researchers to reassure her, explaining that a predictive system would be
provided to facilitate some re-organization of the daily routines in the household.
———
Rossi family has been chosen for the installation of additional sensors, which allow them to
understand better the composition of overall consumption by monitoring their energy
production and consumption and giving real-time information about them. Luigi does not care
so much about environmental and energy issues; so, when CIVIS technicians arrive to install
the additional gadgets he just lingers around to be sure they don't create more problems than
they will be able to solve. He listens to the technicians’ explanation just to be polite: as the
family is a prosumer, with these gadgets it is now possible to have real-time visualization of
different measures, such as their overall production, the self-consumption and their injection
of electricity into the grid. There are two smart sockets, too: these smart sockets have an
internal counter, able to calculate the electric power drained from the circuit, thus to better
understand the composition of overall consumption. Smart sockets are also able to
communicate their data to a data-collector, which can interface with the Internet to share data
within a more complex platform of data analysis. With all these functions, it easily allows for
comparison against aggregate energy consumption levels and against different points in time.
At the end of the explanation Luigi realizes that by installing one of these smart sockets on
their old and noisy fridge he could prove to his wife that it is the most energy-consuming
appliance in their home. He is pretty sure he will definitely have the excuse to get rid of it and
buy a new one.
———
When the platform has been released Carla, who attended all the EG meetings, was quite
satisfied explaining to other members of the family the details of the project and the platform
features. From now on the whole family should try to make its energy consumption practices
more efficient. That is to say that their peaks of consumption should match as best as possible
the peaks of local production (either the one of their own PV panel or the one of the electrical
consortium). The more the locally produced energy is used, the more savings will be available
to sustain socially oriented initiatives in the area.
She gives enthusiastic explanations about the features of the EG Platform which can: provide
them with practical tips and ad-hoc information to help them understanding the best timing
for their peak of consumptions; allow them to monitor remotely their energy consumption
performances; check their improvements in terms of self-consumption. However, neither her
husband nor their children seem too keen on engaging with the platform, even if they
recognize its usefulness.
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———
The Sartori family are a really busy, so they have really no time to organize the energy
consumption shifting. They were pretty clear about that: they barely have the time to do the
basic chores and sometimes they ask Giulio's mother to take care of some meals.
Nevertheless, they want to reduce their impact on environment, so they installed YouPower to
see if the tips feature could fit their routines. As they have little time to dedicate to find
reliable information and to schedule recurring tasks, they found the app really useful. As first
thing Giulio decided to schedule the defrosting of their old, huge freezer that is used to store
self-grown vegetables. They always forget to defrost it in early spring when it's nearly empty,
and every year they find themselves doing that in autumn as the ice forbid to store the last
part of the harvest. Sandra was distractedly adding “Actions” on her father's smartphone just
to see the leaves increasing absurdly without doing anything when she found something
really interesting. There was a tip telling not to rinse the dishes with hot water before putting
them in the washing machine: now she has a perfect justification to just scrub them quickly,
not basically washing them as (still) required by her mom.
The platform helps the participants to be more aware of the concrete results of their efforts.
Information is provided from multiple perspectives: (i) an environmental point of view
related to the reduction of the consumptions and the use of clean energy; (ii) an economic
perspective related the discount that they can obtain using their own energy or the energy
produced from the consortium; and (iii) a social dimension enabled by the mechanism of
distribution of the savings to the local initiatives collectively identified by the participants.
Gianni discovered that energy savings would have been relocated to a collective project from
his nephew, who attended a co-design workshop. From the very beginning he liked the idea of
the donation to a collective purpose. Some other participants were happy about this solution
but not equally enthusiastic, as they were afraid of an opaque management of the resources.
Carla missed the participatory budget presentation meeting, as she was volunteering driving
the local ambulance. She's sorry to miss it because she heard that a workshop had been set to
discuss the key aspects of the public announcement that will allocate the energy bonus. So,
she commented via email the first version of the call, made available through CIVIS website:
she wrote that she was more than happy to donate all of the collected “energy bonus”, as long
as the beneficiaries are associations or large population categories, not single individuals or
families.
The announcement was published for several weeks but no proposal arrived, so a couple of
idea generation workshops were set. These workshops were open to the whole community
and local associations were specifically invited. Rosa attended the workshop as well as her
dear friend, the representative of the local kindergarten. The workshop participants liked the
proposed activities, even if some of them did not feel very confident when writing their ideas
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on paper, especially in front of other people. In the following week proposals started arriving:
Gianni managed to convince the owner of his favorite local club to subscribe and participate in
EG as a potential beneficiary of energy bonus: he only has to compete with five other projects,
so there are good chances of winning the requested amount of energy.
Supported energy action
•

•
•
•

Pursuit of electricity demand shifts is supported by giving to the households precise
and clear information about the best periods to use energy (real time information +
predictive function)
Pursuit of electricity demand shifts is supported through a completely new collective
donation system, based on collective gains
Supporting participants' awareness of their energy consumption (real time detailed
information + user friendly charts and statistics about previous energy use)
Providing households with a customizable schedule of tips about energy use and habits

Data
Consortium level monthly balance electricity import/export (aggregate level of
consortium)
• Consortium's monthly electricity buy from national grid
• Consortium's historical production profiles for solar plants
• Household's level electricity profiles (15 minute granularity): overall consumption, per
appliance consumption (2 devices), and (if private PV available) production profile
• Weather Forecast and Global Forecast System model
• Participants' input for the identification of donation's beneficiaries
• Tips dataset that has been customized to fit the local pilot sites' context
Social dimension
•

•
•
•
•

Generating donation flows through individual locally-generated consumption efforts to
reach load-balancing goals
Provide occasions to think and talk about community and energy-related issues (focus
group, workshop, informal meetings)
Achieving communal objectives through the generated donations
Designing a participatory budgeting process taking into consideration participants'
wishes and needs
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2. Housing Cooperative Energy Management in Hammarby Sjöstad
Mandana is an energy manager in the housing cooperative Solen in Hammarby Sjöstad. She
has taken on this voluntary commitment, which includes being part of the cooperative’s
board, because during the last annual meeting of the cooperative she was asked if she could
contribute to the cooperative. She cares about sustainability issues but doesn’t know much
about energy and buildings. With a full time job it is also hard to find the time and energy for
the housing cooperative work. The previous energy manager has moved and Mandana is
uncertain what her tasks are. An energy audit from two years ago lists several potential
energy improvements but she is not sure which ones have been implemented or what work is
required to implement them. She is also unsure whether the proposed investment of a heat
recovery system will pay off or not and what the members of the housing cooperative would
think about such an investment. From Ingvar, an energy manager in the housing cooperative
Hamnen, she has heard that he thinks it will pay off in 10 years, but she would like to see
some proof that the system actually makes a difference.
At a local energy network meeting with other energy managers in Hammarby Sjöstad,
Mandana hears about the CIVIS housing cooperative energy app. She opens it on her phone
during the meeting and can immediately see the energy use levels of different housing
cooperatives in the area and actions that some of the cooperatives have taken. She can see
that Hamnen installed their heat recovery system about a year ago and that it has made a
significant difference in energy use since then. A week later, at the next housing cooperative
board meeting, Mandana is reporting on the news from the energy network meeting. She
remembers the app and quickly creates an account and connects it to the energy information
from the cooperative’s energy supplier. In the app they can see the cooperative’s energy use
and add other information. As they have recently serviced the ventilation system and also
optimized the heating settings, they add these actions to the app. During the board meeting
they discuss potential energy actions based on the old energy audit recommendations and the
actions they see other cooperatives have taken. Until the next board meeting Mandana will
talk to Ingvar and ask which contractor they used for the heat recovery system installation.
She also emails a few energy managers from other cooperatives, with the contact information
provided through the app, to hear what they thought about their contractors. One of the
energy managers is very enthusiastic about an energy management company they are using.
The company maintains the energy systems for the cooperative and continuously reports on
energy reduction actions taken in the app. In this way, the cooperative can easily follow the
progress without having to be involved in every energy decision.
Erik lives with his family in an apartment in Solen. During the annual meeting of his housing
cooperative he hears about the plans of installing a heat recovery system. Since the family is
planning on selling their apartment soon, Erik is worried about increased monthly fees, which
would probably negatively affect the price of the apartment. Mandana shows the meeting
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participants the CIVIS app and how other housing cooperatives have reduced their energy use
by similar installations. Anyone can access the app and check this, and also follow up on the
effects of any investment Solen does. Erik sees in the app that Solen has taken a couple of
energy actions and has an energy use below average. He thinks this information would be
good for potential buyers of the apartment to see and gives his real estate agent a link to the
app.
Supported energy action
•

Fix the suggested improvements from the energy audit, building on other cooperatives’
experiences and with help from energy experts, and share information about actions
with members of the cooperative and other cooperatives.

Data
District heating (per housing cooperative, per m2, monthly data, from Metry)
Facilities electricity (per housing cooperative, per m2, monthly data, from Metry)
Information about actions taken: investments, optimizations, performance-based
contracts (what has been done, when, what were the costs, manual input)
• Information about cooperatives to make energy performance comparable: Number of
apartments, heated area, year of construction and type of ventilation system.
• Outdoor temperature (for normalizing energy use and compare between years, from
SMHI)
Social dimensions
•
•
•

•

•
•

Making collective energy use and energy actions visible within a housing cooperative
and linking the housing cooperative board and energy manager with other members of
the cooperative.
Supporting the energy network with energy managers from different housing
cooperatives in communicating and learning from each other.
Using the housing cooperative part of the CIVIS app as an energy specific touch point
between energy amateurs and energy professionals.

3. Interaction with Energy Sensors and Actuators in Fårdala
Sofia is a busy project manager who lives in a townhouse in Fårdala with her husband Viktor
and 11-year old son David. They recently bought the house but didn’t consider energy aspects
in the process as there were so many other things to take into account. Sofia doesn’t really
know what would be the most effective actions to do to reduce the energy use in their home, if
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there is anything at all they can do. In her everyday life she doesn’t think much about energy.
Both she and Viktor usually have their days packed with work and their own and David’s
activities, and when they are at home they just want to relax together and get done with the
cooking, cleaning and washing as quickly as possible. Sofia has chosen to have the energy bills
automatically charged to her bank account, so she doesn’t have to spend time on doing the
payments.
The Fårdala association wants the dwellers to become more energy-conscious and the CIVIS
project is helping them to install modern energy sensors and actuators into some households,
including Sofia's. Sofia is surprised by the possibilities brought by the devices and their
associated apps. Early in their use of the Smappee de-aggregated electricity sensor, Viktor and
David discover that the floor heating in the first floor bathroom draws a lot of power which is
all the more wasteful as the family is not using that bathroom much. By this, Sofia
understands that energy is not easily made visible and the monthly invoice does not really
help. A few other appliance consumptions detected by Smappee are found intriguing by the
family and the corresponding measures are taken to reduce consumption. Still, the standby
power of the appliances in the house is pretty high, over 200 watts, and a few investments are
planned to reduce that. With the smart plugs provided with Smappee, the family can now
control both the standby losses or turn off appliances remotely, if they forget something on,
after leaving the house.
The Max system helps the family remotely control the temperatures in various parts of the
house but they can also see that the temperature of the second floor is 23 degrees, which feels
unusually high so Sofia looks up on the Internet how much more energy corresponds to one
extra degree of temperature in the house and discusses with Viktor to reduce the second floor
temperature. Since they pay for their heating individually, which is unusual in Swedish
housing associations, this decision will have economic effects starting next month. Similarly,
Sofia also found out that using the system it was possible to create profiles for each day so
now she can lower the temperature when the family is not home during the day or during the
night when everyone is asleep.
From these developments, Sofia understands that other houses in the area may have similar
problems. Furthermore, a few electric appliances seem to be incorrectly detected by Smappee,
and the Max actuators do not seem to have the correct effect, so she would like to seek advice
from neighbors who may have solved such issues. Sofia decides to create a Facebook group
for energy matters in Fårdala and she asks the Fårdala association to promote it among other
dwellers. Via the Facebook group, Sofia comes in contact with other Smappee and Max
owners. One of the first problems discussed on the social network group is that the Fårdala
area seems to use more heating than the sum of energy used by each townhouse. Encouraged
by the details that can be read in the Smappee app and frustrated by the fact that Max does
not include heating meters, only temperature sensors and heating actuators, the energy-
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interested group lobbies the Fårdala association to furnish each townhouse with a new digital
meter that should provide detailed and high-resolution data on the heating and hot water
consumption of each house. Now the losses (differences between the heating energy that
enters the area and the sum of the heating energy consumed by each house) can be calculated
more precisely and divided more fairly among townhouses. Furthermore, a discussion ensues
in the association on how the losses can be reduced and Sofia leads an initiative to improve
the heating distribution network in Fårdala.
Supported energy action
•
•
•

Reduce use of certain appliances in the house
Control certain appliances in the house via the smart plugs
Create conditions for sparking energy interest and therefore stimulating collective
energy actions

Data
Per appliance (de-aggregated) and per house electricity energy data streams via
Smappee (5 min resolution)
• Per house heating and hot water energy data streams from the meters (daily
resolution)
• Temperature for various parts of the house and thermostat positions via Max (15 min
resolution)
Social aspects
•

•

Gathering together online and face-to-face to discuss the sensors and actuators, their
capacity of detecting relevant energy and sustainability-related situations.

•

The energy aspects revealed by the sensors can spark common interest in larger
energy matters such as energy measures that can be taken at local community level.

•

As in Fårdala, which is a chain house area, the heating is paid individually, the sensors
can be used to assess the magnitude of collective heating losses that need to be divided
between the households.
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Annex 2: Service requirements
This annex is the main output of CIVIS Task 1.2. This current version is the final update of the
Service Requirements that were included in also in D1.1 and D1.2. It lists the service
requirements for the CIVIS app based on user story 1 (Energy Garden) and 2 (Housing
Cooperative Energy Management). Since the new user story in Fårdala (no 3) gives examples
of use of existing technologies with their own services in the form of hardware and apps, this
user story does not have any implications on CIVIS service requirements.
For each requirement the following information is provided:
●
●
●
●

User: The involved actor whom the requirement/feature is aiming to support.
Needs: Formulation of the requirement based on a user need.
Why?: Motivation of the requirement and user need.
User story reference: The user story number of the story that gives the context of the
requirement.
● Pilot site: The pilot sites for which the requirement is applicable.

Service requirements
ID

User

Needs

Why?

User story reference

Pilot
Site

1

Households

Access to information
about the household's
electricity use through
mobile devices (smart
phones, tablets etc) and
web browsers

To learn about
their
use
and
follow
any
changes

1

All

2

Households

Access to information
about the household's
heating
use
through
mobile devices (smart
phones, tablets etc) and
web browsers

To learn about
their
use
and
follow
any
changes

1,2

All

3

Households

Information about which
devices
are
currently
using power

to
increase
awareness about
energy
consumption
of
different devices

1

Trentino
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4

Households

Information about loads
on the local electricity grid

To identify peaks
in the load on the
grid

1

Trentino

5

Households

Information about how to
change to a time of use
signal

To be in better
control
of
electricity
costs
and impact

1

Trentino

6

Households

Information about how
switching to a renewable
electricity provider may
affect carbon emissions

To
reduce
household carbon
emissions

1

All

7

Households

Adapt the visualisation to
individual
needs
and
preferences

Make
the
information more
relevant
and
engaging

1,2

All

8

Households

Information about the
carbon emissions caused
by household electricity
use

To
see
the
environmental
impact

1

Trentino

9

Households

Share visualisations on
social media

To communicate
about
energy
matters

1

All

10

Households

Compare household use
with
aggregated
averages (district, town,
regional, national)

To get an idea of
how
well
the
households
are
doing

1

Trentino

11

Households

Test bed specific spaces
in social media (e.g.
hashtags,
facebook
groups)

To give a starting
point
for
communication

1

All

12

Households
(prosumers)

Visualisation of the total
electricity production, the
auto-consumption and the
injection of energy in the
grid

To
get
overview

an

1

Trentino

13

Households

Historical
data
consumption
appliance

To
increase
awareness about
the composition of
energy
consumption
within
the
household

1

Trentino
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14

Households

Visualisations
practices
to
energy use

To support people
in taking action

1,2

All

15

Energy
cooperative

Visualisation
cooperative-level
use

of
energy

Benchmarking

1,2

All

16

Energy
cooperative

Visualisation
cooperative-level
production

of
energy

Benchmarking,
self-consumption

1

Trentino

17

Energy
cooperative

Documentation
of
common
actions
for
improving
energy
situation

To
understand
how
was
the
current
energy
situation reached

1,2

All

18

Household

List of energy tips

To
understand
what can be done
to improve on
energy at home

1

All

19

Household

Share experience
energy tips

with

To help others
who want to apply
the same tip

1

All

20

Building
management
company

Registration of actions
taken to reduce energy
use

To document and
provide
a
transparent
service

2

Stockhol
m

21

Energy
cooperative

Housing
cooperative
information
(year
of
construction, heated area,
number of apartments
and type of ventilation)

To make energy
performance
comparable
between
cooperatives

2

Stockhol
m

22

Energy
cooperative

Contact information to
housing
cooperative
energy manager

To
facilitate
contact between
cooperatives and
contact between
energy
professionals and
cooperatives

2

Stockhol
m

23

Households

Access to information
about the household's
electricity use through
mobile devices (smart
phones, tablets etc) and
web browsers

To learn about
their
use
and
follow
any
changes

1

All
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Annex 3: Social Requirements
This annex is the main output of CIVIS Task 1.3. This current version is an updated version of
the Social Requirements - Annex 3 which was already included in D1.1.
Updates and changes try to reflect the actual evolution and the state of the art for the works
and activities design for CIVIS pilot areas.
Each social requirement is characterized by:
● Keywords: it defines a series of general keywords that describe the main scope of the
requirements;
● Requirement: it defines a more concrete element to be produced or used for the
fostering and support of social dynamics;
● Description: it characterizes the rationale for the social requirement and provide
concrete examples (borrowed from the user stories) / hints on how and why to obtain
it;
● Main WPs/Partners involved: it lists the main WPs that will be associated with the
deployment of such requirement;
● Pilot Site: it specifies in which context (Trentino area or Stockholm area) that social
requirement is more relevant.

Social requirements
Pilot
Site

Keywords

Requirement

End-users
Engagement;
End-users
Involvement;
Awareness

Fostering
participation in CIVIS
Apps

Promote the adoption and use of CIVIS Apps (or web
platform) through local ad-hoc initiatives. E.g. Public
events for the presentation of the app design, features
and usage, or thematic evenings in local associations
and clubs

Pilot Sites
Leaders;
WP8

TN, ST

Best
performer;

Ranking of energy
performers in local
media and on
electricity bill

Both consortia and local municipalities have their own
websites, that have already been used to spread
information about CIVIS. In accordance with energy
Stakeholders we can easily agree for a limited space
for including the ranking of best energy performers.
That could be added in the official electricity bills, too.

Pilot Sites
Leaders

TN
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End-users
Engagement;
End-users
Involvement;
Awareness

Local events

To promote CIVIS vision and to foster aggregation as
well as community identity, a few local events
throughout the duration of the project shall take place in
the pilot sites(e.g. Presentations and update meetings).

Pilot Sites
Leaders;
WP8

TN, ST

Local
stakeholders
Involvement;
Awareness

Support for local
stakeholders’
intermediating role

Involvement of local stakeholders (i.e. energy
managers, housing association boards, energy
cooperatives directors) in activities for the promotion of
CIVIS’ vision shall be supported by ad-hoc material.
E.g. Information material has been produced for use in
local contexts.

Pilot Sites
Leaders;
WP8

TN, ST

End-users
Involvement;
Awareness;
Energy
Practices
improvement;
Personalized
recommendati
ons

Link between
consumption
measurements and
practices

For people to improve their energy-related practices a
key assumption is that consumption, production, selfconsumption measures are linked as much as possible
with their daily practices. CIVIS App should provide
feedback based on concrete examples of energyrelated practices improvements. Main feature for
realizing this aspect is the ‘energy tips’ one. Further
enhancement of this aspect will be also explored.

WP3; WP5

TN, ST

End-users
Engagement;
End-users
Involvement;
Awareness

Transparent
visualization of
energy data

Much of CIVIS action on pilot sites rest on the idea that
people should be provided with better means to
understand their own energy consumptions. CIVIS
Apps will provide capabilities for transparent and
accessible visualization of energy data that have been
validated and supported by bottom-up and co-design
approaches.

WP2,
WP3,
WP4, WP5

TN, ST

End-users
Engagement;
End-users
Involvement;
Awareness

Comparison features

Much of CIVIS action on pilot sites rest on the idea that
people should be provided with means to understand
their own energy practices in comparison to specific
benchmarks. CIVIS Apps will provide the possibility to
compare energy-data at different levels:
against
participants average (for Trentino) and other
associations (for Stockholm).

WP2,
WP3,
WP4, WP5

TN, ST

End-users
Engagement

Facilitate sense of
identity with and
appropriation of
CIVIS App

In order to foster a sense of identity between CIVIS
Apps’ users and the technology design a series of codesign events have been conducted both with individual
end-users and representatives of local stakeholders.

Pilot Sites
Leaders;
WP3, WP5

TN, ST

Gamification;
Serious
games;
End-users
involvement;
Sustainability

Pleasant and userfriendly CIVIS App
design

To sustain participation over time, the ICT based
means provided by CIVIS for end-users participation
should have user-friendly interfaces and designed with
principles of gamification (or serious games) in mind.
People should have fun and have pleasant experience
when using CIVIS Apps.

WP3;
WP4; WP5

TN, ST
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Awareness;
End-users
engagement

Enhancing Feedback
capabilities

Provide smart sockets or promote the installation of
additional sensors (on voluntary basis) for enhancing
the monitoring and feedback capabilities for those who
want it.

Pilot Sites
Leaders;
WP3; WP4

TN, ST

Awareness;
End-users
engagement;
Local
stakeholders
Involvement

Enhanced energy
bills

Negotiations
for
including
personal
'energy
performance' and comparison with 'best performers' in
participants' bills are ongoing.

Pilot Sites
Leaders;
WP7; WP8

TN

End-users
involvement ;
Identity
building;
Awareness;
Sharing

Sharing and
networking
capabilities in CIVIS
Apps design

For fostering identity building and raising awareness
about CIVIS vision and energy related issues, features
for easy sharing of information and activities among
participants will be embedded in the design of CIVIS
Apps.

WP3

ST, TN

End-users
engagement;
End-users
involvement;

Mechanism for
selection of
‘donations’
beneficiary

The procedure for selecting the beneficiaries of the
donation should be as much as possible open,
transparent and entrusted to local communities’ choice.
(e.g. CIVIS selecting procedure was established in
collaboration with participants themselves, through a
specific workshop activity)

Pilot Sites
Leaders

TN

Local
stakeholders
Involvement

Understanding and
Agreement for
translation of
collective energy
improvements into
‘donations’ for social
purposes

Collective improvements at the energy level should
have a quantifiable value and a clear mechanism for
translating that value into a donation of either energy or
money. This has been negotiated with local energy
stakeholders who contributed to the definition of the
Time-of-use signal model.

Pilot Sites
Leaders;
WP6; WP7

TN

End-users
involvement;
Identity
building;
Awareness

Translation
mechanism for
collective energy
savings into
‘donations’ for social
purposes. Front-end.

The mechanism shall be made easily understandable
and integrated as much as possible into CIVIS
framework for participation (e.g. through process
presentation meetings, designed to collect participants
contributions).

Pilot Sites
Leaders;
WP3; WP6

TN

End-users
engagement;
Local
stakeholders
Involvement;
Sustainability;
Identity
building

Framework for
participation into
socially oriented
goals

In both pilot sites, participation to collective energyoriented activities should take place inside a coherent
framework that clarifies: procedures for participation,
mechanisms for generating value, process for selecting
beneficiary targets, means for achieving goals. These
shall be defined and created with close cooperation of
the local stakeholders.

Pilot Sites
Leaders;
WP3;
WP5;
WP6;
WP7; WP8

TN, ST

Accountability
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Local
stakeholders
involvement;
Business
opportunities;
Sustainability

Understanding of
factors supporting
long-term
engagement

Version Date: 4/10/2016

Stakeholders with energy expertise and long-term
relations with housing cooperatives should be involved
as users or providers of the housing cooperative part of
the app to ensure continuity and quality over time. The
business interests of such stakeholders, as well as the
financial interests of the cooperatives, should be
considered in the app design and plans for future
exploitation.

Pilot Sites
Leaders;
WP6

ST

